Challenges in Aggression Assessment: The Gap between Self-report and Behavior, and a Call for New Valid Behavioral Paradigms
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What People Say is Not what they Do: Lack of Correlations

One striking and recurring finding is that self-reported levels of aggression hardly correlate with behaviorally assessed aggression. In case of reactive and proactive aggression, we are only aware of studies simultaneously using both the RPQ and the TAP in adult samples [2,10]. There are several possible reasons that could explain this self-report/behavior gap. First, both assess different time frames; the RPQ assesses trait aggression, while the TAP is a momentary assessment, and thereby a state measure. Second, the TAP specifically taps into physical aggression (i.e. administering aversive tones), while the RPQ also refers to vandalism or verbal aggression. Giancola and Parrott [11] refer to a similar argument in the general aggression literature, namely that most self-report measures on aggression also include items on anger or hostility, making them less ‘clean’ aggression instruments. Third, filling out the RPQ might be conceived by participants as more anonymous, in the sense that the experimenter does not directly witness a participant’s aggression as can be the case in behavioral assessment paradigms. Fourth, the RPQ is very transparent about measuring aggression, while this is not the case in behavioral assessment paradigms. Instead, rather complex cover stories are used in behavioral aggression paradigms.

Reactive and Proactive Aggression

Aggression is defined as any behavior directed towards another individual that is carried out with the intention to cause harm. The perpetrator must also believe that his/her behavior will harm the target and the target must be motivated to avoid this behavior [1,2]. Aggression is not a unitary concept. Subdivisions can for example be made based on the type of expression (e.g. verbal or physical) or on contextual aspects (e.g. relational). A motivation-based distinction can be particularly appealing because it refers to the origin of aggressive behavior, and therefore designates avenues for therapeutic interventions.

One bimodal motivational differentiation is that of reactive versus proactive aggression. Reactive aggression has been characterized as ‘hot-blooded’ and refers to impulsive, fear-induced, anger-driven defensive responses to a real or perceived provocation. It is opposed by proactive aggression, the ‘cold-blooded’ form of aggression installed to achieve a certain goal, like power or money. Proactive aggression is instrumental, organized and premeditated [1,2]. Importantly, a person can display both reactive and proactive aggression, even in one and the same aggressive incident (e.g. a planned robbery where a perpetrator impulsively hits one of the hostages because he feels insulted by that person). Consequently, both aggression types should be considered as two separate dimensions, instead of opposing concepts [3]. Both aggression types have received increased empirical attention during the last decades, and research has linked both types to distinct developmental precursors, behavioral and psychopathological concepts [4].

Assessment of Reactive and Proactive Aggression

The majority of studies operationalized reactive and proactive aggression using self-report questionnaires. Examples of questionnaires among adult populations are the Reactive Proactive Questionnaire [5], and the Impulsive/Premeditated Aggression Scale [6]. Although questionnaires like these have the clear advantage of being short and quickly to apply and pose few ethical challenges, they can be considered suboptimal. The most prominent reasons for this are that aggression is highly socially unacceptable, and therefore particularly likely to be underestimated because of social desirability. Thus, people might be reluctant to admit engaging in aggressive behavior in order to keep a positive social status. Additionally, self-report of aggression could be unreliable due to lack of insight.

In response to these drawbacks of self-report measures, several behavioral measures of aggression have been developed. Among the most often used are the Taylor Aggression Paradigm [7], the Point Subtraction Aggression Paradigm [8] and the hot-sauce paradigm [9]. The TAP is a competitive reaction game against a virtual opponent where participants have to try to be the first to press a button after a red light appears on the computer screen. In case they supposedly win a trial, they can administer an aversive tone through headphones to their opponent. The louder and longer this tone, the more aggression. In the PSAP, participants can earn points with pressing a button 100 times, but they can also steal points from their fictive opponent with less effort (i.e. pressing another button 10 times). The more often they opt for the latter tactic, the more aggressive they are. Finally, in the hot-sauce paradigm, participants are supposedly making a sauce for another participant in a tasting experiment. The more extremely hot sauce they administer to their opponent (while knowing the opponent dislikes hot food), the more aggression. While these tasks were not specifically developed for assessing reactive and proactive aggression, all three of them can be easily modulated to include a provoked variant measuring reactive aggression (i.e. first receiving highly aversive tones from their opponent in the TAP or having points stolen from them by their opponent in the PSAP, and having the prepare a sauce after their opponent gave them negative feedback on a previous, supposedly unrelated essay writing task in the hot-sauce paradigm). While merely leaving out these additional provocation aspects provides an assessment of unprovoked aggression, importantly, this is not sufficient to adequately assess proactive aggression. Specifically, proactive aggression requires the use of aggression to obtain a specific goal, so behavioral assessment tasks should be modified in such a way that participants are motivated to use aggression instrumentally e.g. in order to obtain money or power.
The self-report/behavioral gap in aggression assessment raises the question which of both assessment types most accurately reflects the true level of aggression. One the one hand, the higher levels of perceived anonymity in the self-report measures could render these measures as more accurate. One the other hand, there are two strong arguments that render the superiority of behaviorally measured aggression; (i) the fact that it is less clear that the socially unacceptable behavior of aggression is measured, and (ii) the fact that participants are actually exposed to aggression-triggering situations, instead of them being interviewed about in hypothetical situations.

Because of these reasons, the extra effort of behaviorally assessing aggression can be considered a worthwhile endeavor.

A New Valid Alternative: Virtual Reality

Although the three behavioral methods outlined above each overcome disadvantages criticized in several other aggression research methods, they still have two important disadvantages. First, none of them involve the direct physical attack of another individual. Second, they require complicated cover stories, and become completely invalid in case a participant sees through the cover story of the presence of an actual other opponent. In our experience, the latter happens in at about 10% of the cases, despite extended efforts (e.g. including a second experimenter supposedly supervising the second participant; taking pictures of the participant and sending it out to the other experimenter as well as showing the participant pictures of the so-called opponent). One particular promising candidate to validly assess behavioral aggression is virtual reality (VR). VR involves the creation of a 3-dimensional immersive environment in which individuals can freely move and interact. VR is fairly new applied in psychopathological research, and to our best knowledge, our group is the first to develop a VR aggression assessment paradigm.

There are several advantages of VR assessment of aggression. First, VR scenarios can be constructed in a way that renders the use of cover stories unnecessary. Second, because the victim of aggression in the VR paradigm is not an actual person, there is no harm done involved, and there is no need to create a distance between the participant and the victim. This not only renders the VR task more realistic, but also makes it free of ethical constraints. Third, VR environments are both highly standardized, and highly modifiable, which allows assessing aggression e.g. in different environments and in response to different types of avatars (e.g. male/females, different ages and nationalities). Finally, participants become immersed or 'telepresent' in the virtual environment, and tend to forget about the actual world surrounding them. This imposes a feeling of privacy (in contrast to an unnatural laboratory environment) increasing the likelihood of participants presenting real-life behavior.

In our lab, we developed a head-mounted display VR pub environment where the participant observes two avatars (i.e. virtual persons) playing a game of darts. In the first part of the reactive condition, the participant has to put a bet on which player will win. The VR task is constructed in such a way that the player the participant did not bet on, cheats during the game. In the first part of the proactive condition, the participant merely observes two avatars playing the darts game. In the second part of the reactive game condition, the participant again meets the cheating avatar, who provokes the participant by laughing at him for betting on the wrong player. The participant has again meets the cheating avatar, who provokes the participant by

Avenues for Future Research

At the moment, there are no studies incorporating both self-report questionnaires to assess reactive and proactive aggression together with multiple behavioral aggression paradigms. It is therefore unknown how the reactive and proactive subscales of self-report aggression measures correspond with behavioral tasks other than the TAP, nor do we know how different subscales of the behavioral tasks intercorrelate. Knowledge on this matter could provide researchers with empirical reasons which specific type of behavioral aggression task to choose.

We also call for further research to answer the question why there is a lack of converge between self-reported and behaviorally assessed aggression. One potential candidate contributing to this convergence is social desirability. We are only aware of one study in this area that revealed that individuals who reported more social desirability, reported less aggression [12]. To our knowledge, it is currently unknown how social desirability would impact behaviorally assessed aggression. Likewise, it would be interesting to empirically test the impact of anonymity on aggression assessment measures.

Finally, VR seems a promising behavioral assessment measure. More studies are needed in this area though, as is the exploration of VR applications for training health care professionals, or therapeutically application in the area of aggression.
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